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by Jeffrey Orlin
In Thursday’s convocation
Alan Beattie, lecturer at
Lawrence University's London
Study Center and Senior Lec
turer in Political Science at the
London School of Economics,
presented a talk entitled ‘‘Mrs.
Thatcher and the American
Revolution.”
Those of us who were expec
ting a talk comparing the
policies of Britain’s Prime
Minister, Thatcher, and Presi
dent Reagan, as the title of the
convocation implied, were
greatly surprised. Except for a
few introductory remarks ap
parently made to justify his
choice of the title, Beattie’s lec
ture dealt with British political
values of the past and present,
the
difference
between
American and British political
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concepts that led to a British
m is in te rp re ta tio n of the
American system, and the
direction which constitutional
reform in Britain should take.
Viewed in this light, Beattie’s
talk was sound serve a
useful purpose. He illustrated
what • happens when one
“assumes that because the
language looks superficially
similar, the way in which people
think and act, in the political
system, must be the same.” It
is into this trap which both
British and Americans have
fallen. As a result, Americans
have incorrectly assessed the
British political system, and
vice-versa.
Beattie warns that, when
evaluating a foreign concept,
one must bear in mind that the
language used may mean
something totally different
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u ritisn w m g concept ot
‘‘Balance of Power” refers not
to the separation of powers
with which we are familiar, but
to a limitation of the monarch’s
power to prevent it from becom
ing unwieldy.
This concept of examining
foreign systems ‘in situ’ forms
the basis of Beattie’s next pro
position: that Britain should
seriously examine America’s
constitution in its search for a
new model. Since the U.S. con
stitution was originally based
on Britain’s there must still be
enough 18th century British in
fluence within it to make it wor
thy of this consideration.
Beattie feels that our con
s titu tio n
bears enough
resemblence to British political
thought as to be useful in. That-
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crisis, i ms, nowevver, presents
Thatcher with a paradox; she
must abolish the powers of
political leadership inherent in
the British party system by us
ing these very powers. In so do
ing, she will seemingly build a
gallows in which she will be
hanged.
Beattie concluded by saying
that Thatcher could effect this
transformation only if she pays
attention both to Reagan’s
economic policies and to the
base from which he works, the
Amerian Constitution.
Thus, although the content of
the speech may not be what
many Lawrentians expected
the convocation was most wor
thwhile. Beattie provided a
comprehensive explanation and
analysis of British politics.
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S E C M em be rs speak o u t
by Patty Quentel
The Special Events Commit
tee — for several years one of
the most noticeable organiza
tions on campus — has assum
ed a low profile this year while
programming some of the most
successful events in its history.
SEC is responsible for bringing
major concerts, theatre produc
tio ns, and controversial
speakers to campus. This year
the Committee scheduled seven
events, including the Reggae
band tomorrow night in the
Union and the Blues Fest on
May 30.
In recent Lawrentian inter
views, SEC Chairman Elli
Kerlow, members E m ily
Hawkes, Carolyn Schumacher,
Lizz Read, Ann Whereat, and
Jeff Wisser and Associate Dean
for Campus Life Tom Lonnq u is t talked about the
budgeting and continuity pro
blems that plagued SEC this
year, and offered some possible
solutions.
A major problem this year
concerned the budgeting pro
cess. Five of the six current
C om m ittee members had
nothing to do with this year’s
budget. Last year, the SEC
budget request had to be com
pleted before the SEC members
were chosen. Kerlow, who serv
ed on SEC last year and was the
only re turning members,
prepared the proposed budget
with Lonnquist. The budget re
quired a listing of scheduled
events and their approximate
cost. Because the budget had to
be itemized and definite dates
had to be scheduled, Lonnquist
and Kerlow were forced to
choose three of the seven SEC
events without the input of the
present SEC Committee. The
scheduled events were Dudley
Riggs’ Brave New Workshop,
Ko Thi Dance Company, and
National Shakespeare Com
pany. The NSC performance
was selected partly because it
assured a profit. Previous
SECs, while programming ex
cellent events like Eberhard
Weber, Gary Burton and Steve
Goodman, and run a deficit.
Lonnquist blamed the losses on
“poor timing’’ and not SEC
because "SEC knows how to
sell and act.” SEC needed a pro
fit from NSC to plan for the rest
of the year.
Some member of SEC

resented that the budget had to
be completed before they were
chosen to serve on SEC. Fur
thermore, they did not have the
opportunity to help select some
of the events this year. Whereat
admitted that having three
events planned for them was
“ convenient for us” but
Schumacher said, ‘‘Were not
happy with that at all. We felt
we were picking up other peo
ple’s projects.” Other SEC
members agreed that they had
expected more of a voice in
scheduling events and propos
ing a budget. In addition, some
members believed that a larger
budget would have meant bet
ter programming. Wisser said
the present budget made it
hard to get good entertainment
on campus.
Membership continuity was
‘‘one of the major problems” ac
cording to Kerlow, who was offcampus during first term. Read,
the only Junior on SEC, assum
ed the chair. The SEC members
said that because they had not
worked on SEC before, they
were uncertain how to function
as a Committee. Lonnquist
observed that “there didn’t ap
pear to be a focus” within SEC
this year, but he added, “ I can't
fault the Committee for their
willingness and ability to do the
tasks assigned.” The group uni
ty and experience that was to
serve as a catalyst for pro
gramming was not really ap
parent to members this year.
Read described the group as
“very relaxed” and “diverse,”
while Hawkes thought SEC
was somewhat “ inguided.”
L onnquist attrib ute d the
dampened enthusiasm to the
fact that the budget and some
of the l>ookings had to be done
before the Committee was
selected.
Committee members offered
several solutions to this year’s
problems. An earlier selection
of committee members seems
to be one solution. If committee
members were selected Winter
term, they could make the tran
sition by Spring term and plan
their own budget and program
ming for the following year.
Lonnquist suggested this
plan to LUCC President Terry
Smith last year, but Smith
prefers to have the LUCC Com
mittee on Committees select
SEC when it meets to select the
other LUCC committees, after

the election of LUCC President
and Vice President.
Smith explained that he
wanted the committees chosen
after the election of new LUCC
officers because these elections
generated applications for all of
the LUCC committees. Choos
ing SEC members during
Winter term also does not ap
peal to Smith because he
believes that Lonnquist can
provide any needed member
ship continuity for an organiza
tion.
However, if SEC members
were chosen during Winter
term, they could plan their own
budget for the following year.
Although that seems logical,
LUCC Vice President Ane Lintvedt said, “There are other con
siderations that are taken into
account when Committee on
Committees makes appoint
ments besides financing.”
Preliminary budget requests
are due today and Lonnquist
w ill s u b m it unitem ized
“ballpark figures” to LUCC on
behalf of SEC and other LUCC
funded committees whose
members have not been chosen
for next year by Committee on
Committees. When committee
members are appointed, a new
budget will be submitted to
LUCC. This final budgeting
process will allow the new
LUCC officers to learn more
about budgeting.
Lintvedt called the “ballpark
figure” a “nice compromise”
for SEC because the new SEC
members would have money
without activities already plan
ned for them, which is what
some SEC members had ob
jected to this year. Smnh said
that this method would be bet
ter; item ization was un
necessary because he said he
was not overly concerned about
what the committees did with
their money. He added that the
campus activities were not
L U C C ’s
concern
but
Ixmnquist’s. After the selection
and budgeting processes are
completed, new SEC members
will have about three weeks to
schedule events for next year.
Several SEC members said
they wanted to make SEC a
self-selecting Committee. The
Committee members felt they
knew more about SEC and the
kind of people who would work
well on it than does the Comcontinued on pane 2
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P r o f e s s o r ’s s t u d io d e s t r o y e d
in d o w n to w n fir e
Professor Arthur Thrall of
the Lawrence art department
suffered a tremendous loss
Wednesday morning when his
personal studio was consumed
by a fire. The studio had been
located on College avenue
above W. A. Close, a fashionable
clothing store. Thrall had been
using the studio since 1964.
Because Professor Thrall is
on sabbatical in London, his
wife was reached to describe
the loss. “I t ’s devastating,”
lammented Mrs. Thrall. Among
the casualties were the
articifer’s oil paintings, water
colors, prints and etchings.
Mrs. Thrall estimates that as
much as half of her husband's

work is destroyed. Thrall also
had a valuable collection of
French and Dutch papers which
he had planned to use for future
prints. Also destroyed were a
number of tools and an etching
press.
Despite the severity of the
loss, Mrs. Thrall did comment
that her husband will now be
able to explore a new approach
toward his art as a result of the
loss. He will also begin to col
lect some new etching tools
while he is in London.
Mrs. Thrall admitted that
there is no substitute for the
time and creative energy which
her husband had expended in
his art.

T ic k e t fra u d d iscovered
Appleton police have been
asked to investigate the sale of
tickets to a non-existent event
at Lawrence University.
Laurine
G ajew ski,
Lawrence’s public events
manager, said that tickets to
Lawrence-sponsored events are
sold only at the Lawrence
University Box Office. Ap
parently, she said, someone had
obtained Lawrence Chapel
ticket blanks that have not
been used for several years and
typed in the name of the rock
group, “ Foreigner,” the date
April 4, the time 8:00 p.m., and
the price $8.50. The counterfeit
tickets then apparently were
sold to unsuspecting buyers.

A security guard posted at
the door by Lawrence
estimated that approximately
150 persons appeared at
Lawrence Memorial Chapel last
Saturday night expecting to
hear “Foreigner.” The guard
told the crowd there was no con
cert, and the crowd dispersed
without incident.
Gajewski said that the
counterfeit tickets are rosecolored and white. Tickets now
in use for events at the Chapel
are of one color.
Gajewski asked anyone who
can provide a description of the
ticket seller to call her at
735-6589. She will relay the in
formation to the police.

LUCC looks ahead...
by Alan Gunn
Last M o n d a y ’s LUCC
meeting proved to be rather
unusual. Like most LUCC
meetings, it was lengthy
and poorly attended. What was
unusual was the quantity of
work accomplished. legislation
concerning housing selection
and the whistlestop program
were discussed. The results of
this discussion should be of in
terest to anyone planning to
return to Lawrence next year.
Each year the LUCC Housing
Committee, in conjunction with
the Office of Campus Life,
reviews the existing LUCC
housing legislation and makes
recommendations for changes.
While nothing as drastic as last

year’s closing of the small
houses was proposed, the Hous
ing Committee’s recommenda
tions were greeted with lengthy
debate.
The meeting began with
discussion on a suggestion from
the Office of Campus Life. It
proposed to give students plan
ning to be in Appleton all three
terms priority in the housing
selection over their classmates
who plan to participate in offcampus programs during that
school year. Students planning
toparticipatein off-campus pro
grams would choose after their
classmates who were not. The
Office of Campus Life felt that
this would reduce the number
of students changing rooms
each term, and that it would
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A different Law rence?
After a brief discussion at last M onday’s LUCC
meeting, the council voted unanimously against the Office
of Campus Life’s proposal to set aside forth floor Colman for
freshmen desiring to live on a floor with limited visitation.
We at the Lawrentian applaud this action. We believe the
idea of limited visitation is symptomatic of Lawrence’s at
tempt in recent years to sell itself by being all things to all
people.
Lawrence’s continued existence in an era of declining
enrollment depends on its ability to distinguish itself from
other schools. The Admissions Office has the power to por
tray Lawrence in any number of ways. They must do this by
stressing Lawrence’s unique points, rather than trying to
alter them to meet the wishes of every perspective student.
Lawrence’s philosophy of open housing is one nonacademic factor which differentiates the University from
other schools. Certainly there are students who m ight not
feel comfortable in such a situation, but there are other
schools more suited to the needs of these people. It is our
hope that the Lawrence Difference will continue to be
something more than the three thousand extra dollars a stu
dent pays when he choses Lawrence over a state university.

N ew P o lic y A p p la u d e d
To the Editor:
I was pleased to read of the
new wrinkle in Lawrentian
policy for Term III. Lawrentians face a challenge to con
sider:
1. What subjects they feel
strongly about
2. Why they have the opi
nions they do
3. Whether those subjects are
important enough to bring to
the attention of others.
There is one stumbling block
however, common among
students, which may under
mine the effort, namely a
“hands-off” attitude when it
comes to personal or important
subjects. Most students feel
that one thing is true “for me”
while another may be true “for
you”. Therefore, any disagree
ment is easily resolved with no
need to question one’s own posi-

tion. “God created the heavens
and the earth” I say. “Ah, for
you that is the case,” comes the
answer: end of conversation. It
becomes no longer necessary to
take any opinion seriously, for
all is reconciled by that lovely
qualifier “for you”. This at
titude presupposes that there is
no TRUTH “out there” but on
ly truth “in here”. Therefore
my opinions need make only as
much sense as I require them
to. In the face of a cogent and
compelling argument to the
contrary one may say, “Well,
that’s true for him,” and shrug
his shoulders.
I find it unfortunate that so
many students feel this way.
The dangers of this attitude are
apparent. When our opinions
are isolated we are not challeng
ed to define, rethink, and
continued on page 4

S E C m em bers
mittee on Committees. This
year, each SEC member chose
three people to assist SEC as
“core members.” These people
learned how SEC works, and it
is expected that some of them
will apply for SEC next year.
Making SEC a self-selecting
Committee would aid in con
tinuity, but it would require
amending the LUCC bylaws.

continued from page 1

This change in budgeting pro
cedures may eliminate some of
the problems SEC encountered
this year, but it does not solve
the problem of membership
continuity. Lintvedt com
mented, “We'll see how it goes
this year,” but more changes
might be in store for SEC next
year.
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Having just returned to the
Lawrence Appleton campus
after two terms at the London
Center^ would like to reply to
the matters addressed by A
Concerned Lawrentian in the
April 3 issue.
I think this student’s main
difficulty lay in his or her expec
tations of what the chief thrust
of the London Program was in
tended to be. It is to offer to the
student the opportunity to
learn by seeing and doing; an
experience at knowledge which
cannot be satisfied by simply
“reading a book about it”
whilst sitting in a library in Ap
pleton, Wisconsin. It is,
therefore, a fallacy that the on
ly worthwhile knowledge is that
gained by a course involving six
300-page books and three major
paper assignments. One of the
most rewarding courses I have
ever taken was the art history
course taught by Mr. Malcolm
Warner at the London Center.
No books were used, and most
of the class time was spent
viewing slides and trotting
from one art museum to
another Although that must
sound like a “blow-off” to most
domesticated Lawrentians, I
learned, and still remember,
quite a lot from that course.
I was never under the impres
sion, before I left, that the Lon
don Center offered "challenging
and rigorous” courses just like
they are here; nor that I would
simply be displacing one en
vironment for another in the
pursuit of "serious academic
work”. Indeed, I would have
been very angry if I had paid all
that extra money to travel to

and live in London just to
replace the four walls in which 1
would be w riting heavy
research papers. I challenge "A
Concerned Lawrentian if s/he
holds that s/he learned so much
less in London than s/he would
have learned in a book-andnote-and-Jim’s term in Ap
pleton. Despite the fact that
my travelling experience,
theatergoing, concertgoing, and
just general "walking around
the place” did not count for
course credit, the knowledge I
gained from them was just as
full of value, and I am glad 1
had the time to do all that.
The professor which the
let ter-writer specified as being
most unLawrentian in grading
techniques is a full-time teacher
at London University. It would
be difficult for Lawrence to hire
a British professor on a full
time basis such that he would
have the time to more complete
ly criticize 40 15-20 page term
papers. I feel that the ex
perience gained by having such
a knowledgeable and respected
British professor lecture us far
outweighs the fact that he
wrote no comments on my
paper.
As for the unfortunate
science major, that person
could easily have picked up a
course catalogue before her
departure, worked out the re
quirements for her major, and
realized that they would not be
met this year in London. Why
did that student not elect to
study in London third term so
that she could also travel in the
summer, rather than be disap
pointed to have to leave in

March? Students cannot expect
advisors
to
tell
them
everything. As a history major,
I myself knew that time in Lon
don would entail difficulties as
far as completing requirements,
but I worked this out
beforehand myself in about five
minutes.
Second, while A Concerned
Lawrentian admits that s/he is
not familiar with the costs in
volved in maintaining the
Center, it is difficult to believe
that after experiencing three
months of the price of existing
in London, s/he would still ex
pect it to be within the realm of
possibility for the school to af
ford a hotel with 50 spacey
dorm rooms plus separate
rooms for the four activities
mentioned. I thought that we
were very lucky indeed to have
the facilities and location of the
Darwin Lodge at our disposal. I
am also quite puzzled at the let
ter writer’s complaint that the
London library contained travel
brochures—would s/he rather
have paid for them at
bookstores?
Certainly the LU London
Center has its problems, but I
defy A Concerned Lawrentian
to state that the heat in his/her
dorm room always works pro
perly and that s/he has never
experienced a "subjective and
arbitrary” course in Appleton.
For myself, the Lawrence Lon
don Center gave to me the most
exciting and worthwhile learn
ing experience I have ever had
and doubtless will have as a
Lawrence student.
Sincerely,
MARY EICHENBERGER 82

S e c r e ta r y H a ig 's a c tio n s
u n d e r fire
To listen to the greater ma
jority of the television and
newspaper commentary last
week, Alexander Haig, former
general, presidential assistant,
NATO commander, corporate
executive
and
present
Secretary of State, is an ag
gressive true blue incompetent.
Undeniable to all that in the
hours after the attempt on
President R eagan's life,
Secretary Haig misused the
word "constitutionally” in
description of his role in the
White House chain of com
mand. T.V. personalities as well
as writers of prominent
newspapers blew this into a
spectacular and sensational
issue. They did this as if they
actually believed that while the
President lay injured in the
hospital and Vice President
Bush was en route from Texas,
the proper action would be to
invite Tip O'Neil) down from
the hill to assume command of
the Oval Office.
The disagreement between
Secretary Haig and Defense
Secretary Weinberger then
became a front-page issue, as if
Cabinet Secretaries are never
supposed to disagree. Even
after Secretary Weinberger
dismissed the event as minor,
the press still proceeded its at
tack. Analysis of the media’s
reaction is simple. Commen
tators who didn’t like the ad-

ministrations new foreign
policy found scandel and
wouldn’t let go until it resulted
in a more moderate policy.
Resurrection of the old foreign
policy seems impossible when it
has just resoundingly lost in
an election. It would seem in
humane to pick on a President
laying injured by an assassins'
bullet. But what greater a
target than Mr. Haig—who is a
general, who probably has as
much personal ambition, than,
say Edward Kennedy, and who
most of all has been point man
for a tougher foreign policy.
Atack on the new administra
tions foreign policy immediate
ly falls prey to the reality of
Soviet soldiers in Afghanistan,
intimidating Poles and running
a military operation in Cuba
supplying the military build-up
of a Marxist army in Nicara
gua, not to mention a Com
munist-led insurrection in El
Salvador. Mr. Haig does not
find himself in hot water
because of his civics, but
because he is the popular news
bearer of such long repressed
realities.
Most people of the United
States have no deep seated ob
jections to a harder line against
the Soviets. The people who do,
suspect that such a policy car
ries with it short term risk. U.S.
public opinion traditionally has
been against belligerent
policies due to the deeply im-

bedded failure in Vietnam.
There are those who believe the
benign policy of the Carter ad
ministration was not all that
bad. The objective observer
would be embarrassed at a brief
review of the anti-American ac
tivities taken place during the
Carter years in the White
House. These would have to in
clude among other scattered in
cidents the hostage crisis, the
Soviet brigade in Cuba, the
Marxist seizure of Nicaragua,
and the Afghan invasion.
There are others who
believe that these mentioned
above were not casual matters.
One does not think himself a
hawk that this great nation
must show some courage to the
rest of the world. The greatest
of risks do not lie in taking ag
gressive positions resisting
Soviet imperialism, but allow
ing the Soviets to believe that
their actions will go unchalleng
ed.
The result of last fall’s elec
tion clearly show that an over
w helm ing
m a jo rity
of
Americans agree with this
point of view. Individuals
would give greater satisfaction
to themselves if they arcticulated their criticism more
on the merits of the foreign
policy than the individual in
charge of carrying out that
policy.
—Sinrerely,
John Heilshorn
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C it iz e n s f o r a b e t t e r s o c ie ty

A c a ll fo r c o n tro l
“Guns don’t kill people. Peo Americans, but rather an at
ple kill people.’’ Famous words tempt to protect them. The pro
often spoken by The National blem is not with the American
Rifle Association (NRA). There people. In a Washington
Post/ABC News Poll 2/26-3/5,
are few cases, if any, where a
57% were in favor of “stronger
hand gun killed a human
legislation controlling the
without a person behind it.
Harlan Carter, executive vice- distribution of handguns.” On
president of NRA was question the day the President was shot,
this number increased to 65%.
ed before the House Judiciary
In a Newsweek Poll 1/16-1/23,
Subcommittee on Crime. He
was asked, “ So therefore you 51% felt 5-10 years should be
would rather allow those con added to a sentence when a
victed felons, mentally derang criminal who carries a handgun
ed people, violently addicted to is convicted of a crime.
The major opponent to gun
narcotics people to have guns,
rather than to have the screen control is still the NRA.
ing process for honest people Although hand guns are not
like yourself. Is that correct?’’ rifles, NRA feels that it is in the
Harlan Carter: “A price we pay interest of their hunting sup
porters to oppose hand gun con
for freedom.”
We pay a large price for this trol. No reasonable explanation
freedom. According to the FBI has been given by them. Con
there is a murder every 24 stantly reiterating “guns don’t
minutes. During the Vietnam kill people" doesn’t explain how
War, 56,000 Americans were all of these people died. It is
killed. A greater number of true that criminals can always
Americans were killed back in get guns. They can buy them
the States with hand guns. Of easily now. They can steal them
the 20,000 murders last year, from those who keep handguns
50% were commited with hand for protection. Making controls
guns. Last year, 2,000 lives stricter will not eliminate this
were lost due to accidents with problem but it will certainly
ease it.
hand guns.
Most of the civilized world
But the NRA persists in their
belief that we have a right to has some type of gun control.
bear arms. The right to bear In France guns are registered
arms originated with arming and owners are licensed. West
the militia. There is little con Germany allows guns to
nection between an armed members of established hun
militia and the people with guns ting clubs only. Japan allows
today. Hand guns are made to guns to the police, soldiers, and
kill. Their job is to murder peo competitive marksmen. In the
ple. There is an estimated 50-60 Netherlands, permits are re
million hand guns privately quired for all firearms.
America is a violent country.
held in America. Another 2
The
country was created in an
million is added annually. Most
of these may be held by law act of violence. Violence is on
abiding citizens. This does not TV, movies, magazines and
insure against theft, accidents newspapers daily. It is, unfor
and crimes of passion. Gun Con tunately, a large part of our life.
trol Inc.’s goal is licensing, We may not be able to end this
registration, a ban of Saturday but we can take a responsibility
Night Specials, and tighter con to limit it.
For more information write:
trols over manufacturers. They
GUN
CONTROL INC., 810
want to achieve this with a
federal law, not varied state 18th St. N.W., Washington,
laws that make circumvention D.C. 20006. Pete Shields, chair
possible. This is not a door-to- man of this group, is a hunter.
door search for guns. It is not His son was killed by a hand
an attempt to take away from gun in the Zebra Killings in
California in 1974.
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also reduce the work of the
Housin Office. The proposal
was quickly rejected.
Having little sympathy for
the Housing Office, LUCC
reasoned that this would
discriminate against those par
ticipating in off-campus pro
grams, and thus run counter to
the University’s policy of en
couraging students to spend
one or more terms off campus.
In the case of the London Pro
• gram, for which students fre
quently make last-minute deci
i sions as to go or not, the pro
I posal could even encourage
postponing a decision even
longer in order that a student
might gamble on housing selec
tion first.
The next issue discussed was
the current policy which limits
the number of fraternity
I members in a block t£ thirty
I percent of the total. Known as
the thirty percent factor, this
was first put into effect last
i year and is based on thirty per
I cent as being the actual percent
of male and female greeks in the
\ Lawrence student body.
The thirty percent factor was
i legislated last year somewhat
in reaction to spring of 1979
* when two of the small houses
were blocked by Greeks.
Because fraternity members
have the option of living in their
houses, the thirty percent fac
tor was seen as a way to
equalize the housing options of
fraternity members and in
dependent. The idea was that
the fraternity members could
live in their houses, and the in-

<§> 731-0933 !

“C lip a n d S a v e ”

by David Arnosti
Citizens for a Better Environ
ment is an organization which,
since 1971, has worked to im
prove the quality of our en
vironment by ensuring that en
vironmental regulations are en
forced, by promoting the use of
renewable, safe energy sources,
and by educating the public to
achieve these goals. CBE
employs more than twenty full
time professionals in offices in
Chicago, Madison, Milwaukee
and San Francisco, and is large
ly supported by contributions
from over 10,000 members.
One area which CBE is in
volved in is the control of toxic
substances. The Resource Con
servation and Recovery Act,
passed by the U.S. Congress in
1976, is intended to regulate
the disposal of the nearly 134
billion pounds of hazardous
wastes produced annually, in
the U.S. In reviewing this law,
CBE found that the proposed
regulations were weak and
failed to require acquisition of
enough data from industry to
determine whether hazards are
present. Their legal suit forced
the Environmental Protection
Agency to include sewage
sludge in the final regulations.
CBE research indicated that
cadmium, which can cause
cancer, birth defects, and
kidney disease in humans, con
centrates in dangerous levels in
crops fertilized with sewage
sludge. Now the Milwaukee
Metropolitan Sewerage District
prints warning labels on bags of
its Milorganite sludge, and has
written regulations limiting the
amount of cadmium polluters
may discharge into the sewage
system.

CBE was the only public in build new levees. The project
terest group on the committee would harm Indiana wetlands
that drafted hazardous waste and cause increased flooding in
regulations for the Wisconsin
Illinois.
D epartm ent of N atu ral
In California, CBE is oppos
Resources last year, and was in ing construction of the
strumental in pointing out
Peripheral Canal, a canal that
weaknesses in federal regula would bring water from nor
tions that should be avoided, thern C aliforn ia to dry
such as the numerous exemp agricultural regions in southern
tions that are allowed.
California and Los Angeles at
In Illinois, CBE helped the cost of billions of dollars
residents of the town of and the sacrifice of valuable
McHenry research the hazards wetlands. The group is resear
of carbaryl, an insecticide that ching ways of conserving
S tate
D e partm e nt
of agricultural water, which ac
Agriculture planned to spray counts for 85% of the water
on the town to control gypsy consumed in California.
moths. The residents obtained
CBE is also active in monitor
an injunction against the spray ing air pollution and has been
ing, and biological methods, instrumental in enforcement of
such as traps baited with sex emission standards applied to
attractant, were successfully steel mills and power plants,
used in its place.
among others. Last year, the
Water pollution is another group sought to limit the sulfur
area in which CBE is active. content of coal burned at the
The Wisconsin DNR is current Wisconsin Power and Light
ly setting guidelines to improve power plants in Sheboygan, and
the water quality of Wisconsin succeeded in convincing the
rivers, including the Fox. While
Wisconsin Public Service Com
the regulations call for increas mission to instruct the utility
ing the dissolved oxygen to reduce sulfur dioxide emis
necessary for fish and other life sions by 5,100 tons per year.
Each year, CBE canvasses
in the rivers, CBE pointed out
that the discharge of hazardous door-to-door, talking with peo
ple about environmental issues
polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCB’s) was not covered. and raising funds for research
Almost half of the polluters and litigation. The group
along the Lower Fox River are publishes “ The CBE E n
discharging PCB’s which are vironmental Review,” a bimon
appearing in high levels in fish. thly newsletter summarizing
CBE will participate in public CBE’s activities and concerns,
hearings to ensure that toxic which is sent to members. More
wastes like P C B ’s are information about the Citizens
for a Better Environment can
regulated.
In another action, CBE join be obtained by writing:
Chicago: 59 East Van Buren,
ed the Izaak Walton League of
Indiana in suing the Kankakee Suite 1600, Chicago, IL 60605.
Madison: 111 King Street, Se
River Basin Commission. The
Commission had, without per cond Floor, Madison, WI
mission, entered League proper 53703.
M ilwaukee: 536 West
ty and cut down over 200 trees
that had been used to prevent Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 502,
soil erosion along the river in Milwaukee, WI 53203.
Membership ($15 a year) in
starting a project that was
designed to clear the river of cludes a subscription to the
overgrowth, and repair and “Review” and is tax deductible.

dependents could form blocks.
Existing housing legislation
states that fraternity members
must liv« in their house unless
the houses are filled. The clos
ing of the small houses last year
made it necessary to enforce
this more strictly than it had
been in the past when dorm
space was not so scarce. Many
underclassmen belonging to
Fraternities found themselves,
however, unable to live in their
respective Fraternity houses,
and unable to block dorm space
with their Greek brothers. Thus
they argued that the thirty per
cent factor discriminated
against them. While they could
not live in the Frat house,
neither could they block with
their Greek friends.
After listening to both sides
of the argument, LUCC voted to
change the housing legislation
so that forty percent of a block
may now be made up of frater
nity members.
After briefly discussing offcampus housing, and being
unable to make any changes in
the current policy of the
Lawrence A dm inistration,
LUCC moved to the question of
whether fourth floor Colman
should be designated as a
female floor with limited visita
tion hours. The Office of Cam
pus Life had felt that there was
some kind of demand for this
type of housing and has unfor
tunately already sent out hous
ing booklets to next year's
freshmen which offer this op
tion.

Led by LUCC president
Terry Smith’s charge that this
was another “publicity stunt”
of the Office of Campus Life,
LUCC struck this down. Ane
Lintvedt, LUCC vice-president,
pointed out that DeBusse, head
of admissions, was not firmly
committed to this idea and had
no exact figure on how many
perspective students request
such housing. LUCC also
agreed Lawrence’s liberal
visitation policy is attractive to
many prospective students.
Any designation of limited
visitation areas in dorms must
be made by house councils and
LUCC.
Two smaller changes in hous
ing policy were agreed on by
LUCC. First, students who
change looms (move into va
cant rooms) without informing
the Housing Office will now be
charged on a per day basis for
both rooms. Second, only
Trever’s long halls will be
designated as quiet areas next
year. The short halls on second
and third floors will have the
usual choice as to what, if any,
quiet hours they wish.
Finally, LUCC agreed that a
fifty dollar fine will be
automatically imposed by
J-Board on any student un
justifiably blowing a whistle
under circumstances where it
could be misinterpreted as a
signal of distress. The money
from such fines will go into a
special LUCC account to be us
ed for future whistle purchases.
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W o m e n ’s W e e k :

A lo o k a h e a d

by Carter Wills
Women’s Week is April 12-17
and is sponsored by Downer
Feminist Council with addi
tional support from the Office
of Campus Life. Workshops,
lectures, and performances will
cover studies of women in
various aspects: fine arts,
career opportunities, and more
general aspects of male-female
social roles and problems. The
primary aim of Women’s Week
is not only to recognize
achievements and problems ol
women, but to present a
hum anistic approach to
feminism that acknowledges
the needs of both men and
women. The Lawrence campus
has in the past experienced a
form of feminism that displays
only narrow radicalism; it
should find the coming week en
couraging.
The evening of April 12th will
mark the beginning of Women s
Week with Willa, a play explor
ing the life of the great
A m erican novelist W illa
Cather. The performance will
begin at 8:00 p.m. in Stansbury
Theatre. Due to the financial
support of LUCC and the Af
filiated State Arts Agencies of
the Upper Mid-west, the admis
sion price of $5.00 will be reduc
ed to $4.00 with an LU iden
tification card.
The following Monday will of
fer activities concerning women
in theatre and writing. Illusion
Theatre will provide a Sound
and Movement Workshop from
11:30 a.m. to 1:15 p.m. in Riverview Lounge, followed by a
discussion/lecture on profes
sional theatre at 3:30 p.m. in
the Cloak Theatre. “ From
Paradigms of Expression to
Free Lance Journalism: Keep
ing the Options Open in College
and Beyond’’ will be Magda
Krance’s topic in her lecture
and discussion held in Riverview at 4:10 p.m. A graduate of
Macalaster College and Nor
thwestern's School of Jour
nalism, Krance is a free-lance
journalist and contributor to
Outside, Powder, Time, and

L e tte r

New York Times. Finally, Greta
Thompson and Estelle Lauter
will hold a fiction and poetry
reading in Sage Lounge at 8:00
p.m. “Scenes From a Story Cy
cle" by Greta Thompson will be
followed by a break with
refreshments. The reading will
resume at 9:00 p.m. with
Estelle Lauter and “Myths and
Origins: 1918 to 1981.” If peo
ple can not make it for the en
tire reading, they are invited to
come at their convenience for
either half.
Tuesday, both general and
specific aspects of women and
professions will be provided.
A talk on “Job Power for
Women” will be given by Tom
Jackson in Youngchild 161
from 3:30-5:00 p.m. Jackson is
an a u th o rity on q u a lity
worklife. His most recent book.
Guerilla Tactics in the Job
Market, is concerned with
countering the passive ap
proach to job-hunting. In the
face of major changes in
technology and c a p ita l,
Jackson's primary concern is
the preservation of human
resources. “Job Power for
Women'' specifically covers
aspects of a woman’s search for
rewarding work; the presenta
tion has been said to be equal in
quality to Jackson’s “Guerilla
Tactics” lecture, which has
been well-received at over 150
campuses.
At 7:30 p.m. Wisconsin
Supreme Court Justice Shirley
Abrahamson will give a talk on
“Views From the Bench” in
Main Hall 104. This will be
followed by a panel discussion
with a question and answer
period starting at 8:00 p.m. led
by Cyrenal Pondrom, Ex
ecutive Director of the Gover
nor's Employment and Train
ing Office, and Mary Lou
Robinson, an Appleton defense
lawyer.
Michael LaMarca will present
“ Contraception: No Easy
Answers" in Youngchild 161 at
4:10 p.m. April 15th. That even
ing the film Killing Us Softly
will be shown at 8:00, again in

Y o u n g ch ild
161.
This
well received film was the in
itial work of Term II ’s Perspec
tives on Women film series.
Based on a multi-media presen
tation, ft points out exploitative
psychological and sexual
themes in ads of newspapers,
magazines, and display win
dows. The ultimate purpose of
the film is to reveal the destruc
tive cultural conditioning that
takes place in our society.
Perspectives on women in
music and a film on the
American male will be the
events of Thursday. For Enter
tainment a la Carte, women con
servatory students and faculty
will perform classical music by
women composers from
12:15-1:00 p.m. in Riverview.
At 9:30 p.m. there will be a
special Coffeehouse welcoming
back Janet Place performing
various pieces of original
women's music. Because of the
conflict with The Blue Angel,
the event will be held in River
view. Men’s Lives will be shown
that afternoon at 4:10 in
Youngchild 161. This 56 minute
film, as The Los Angeles Times
has said, “examines how the
American male is conditioned
to aggressively compete, win
and strive for material success
at the expense of intimacy and
communication.” Indeed, the
documentary presents the
“pressures, competition and
loneliness” of being male in
America.
A final view of women in
lite ra tu re w ill complete
Women’s Week on Friday,
April 17th. Professor Richard
Yatzeck will lead a discussion
of a contemporary woman poet
entitled “Marina Tsvetaeva: A
Woman in Russian Literature”
at 4:10 p.m. in Main Hall 104.
Both students and faculty are
encouraged to attend as many
of the Women's Week activities
as possible. The wide range of
subjects should provide some
means of gaining the awareness
necessary for a broad apprecia
tion for the concept of
feminism.
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Illusion Theater brings its
original production of “Willa”
to Stansbury on April 12 at
8:00. “Willa" explores the life
story of American novelist
Willa Cather through the im
ages of her writing. The play
follows Cather’s life from her
childhood in Virginia and
adolescence on the Nebraska
plains to her maturity and ar
tistic success in a masculine
world of journalism and
publishing. The picture of
Cather which emerges from the
play is that of a strong,
energetic, introspective womanmuch like the Midwestern
women whom Cather writes
about. Indeed, Cather’s descrip
tion of her favorite heroine An
tonia might easily have been
written about the author
herself:
"Antonia had always been one
to leave images in the mind that
did not fade-that grew stronger
with time...She lent herself to
immemorial human attitudes
which we recognize by instinct
as universal and true. She was a
battered woman now, not a
lovely girl, but she still had that
something that fires the im
agination, could still stop one’s
breath for a moment by a look
or gesture that somehow reveal
ed the meaning in common
things...She was a rich mine of
life, like the founders of early
races."
Since 1974 Illusion Theater
has created original produc
tions in a collaborative process,
working with artists of all art
forms, including playwrights,
visual artists, actors, directors,
composers, musicians and
critics. Recent works developed

s
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prove a point to someone con
vinced the opposite is true. Un
fortunately, people don’t seem
to be able to prove anything to
themselves either. The result is
we hold convictions without
much zeal.
Everyone uses some kind of
center of reference or standard
for their opinions. My hope is
that people will put trust in
their own opinions, speak out,
and then be willing to amend or
modify their position.
Who wants to be wishywashy? But who can help it
unless he takes a few risks and
speaks up for himself? The
more we exercise our stance on
important issues, the more we
will learn and the more likely we
will find some answers.
Sincerely,
Paul Condrell
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308 East College Avenue
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911
414-734-1969

East Meets West
S e a f o o d s & S p i r i t s f r o m A r o u n d t h e W o r ld

321 E. College Avenue
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by Illusion include “Orlando,
Orlando” an adaptation of
Virginia Woolf’s Orlando and
performed by Lawrence several
years ago. The five member
company has its roots in mime
and are especially adept at
transforming the physical im
agery of Cather’s novels into
theater. Eudora Welty once
wrote that Cather “speaks of
the world in a way to show it’s
alive" and the Illusion troupe is
faithful to this quality of her
work. Actors bend and fold into
a bouncing horse and buggy,
swirling country dancers, pull
ing oxen and fields of swaying
grain. A reviewer from the St.
Paul Dispatch writes that,
“ ‘Willa' is lovely to look at. The
visual images alone make the
play worth seeing.” The Illu
sion ensemble includes two
Lawrence graduates: Bonnie
Morris, co-producing director
and star of “Willa" and Kim
Sherman, musical director and
composer of the music for
“Willa."
The theater production is the
first event of this year’s
Women’s Week and is cospon
sored by Downer Feminist
Council and the Office of Cam
pus Life. Tickets are available
from the Box Office and are
$4.00 for L.U. students. Cather,
placing an old Sicilian jar in the
middle of a round, bare table
once said, “ I want my new
heroine to be like this—like a
rare object in the middle of a
table, which one may examine
from all sides.” Attend the Sun
day performance and enjoy the
chance to examine “from all
sides” the rare novelist herself.

continued

establish our views. The rate of
our education is greatly
diminished.
The root of the problem as I
see it is this: no universal stan
dard exists which can be ap
pealed to as authoritative.
There is no measuring stick
universally agreed upon.
Therefore, one might reason
thus: “There is no way I can
prove my point to anyone else
so why bother trying. It all
comes down to individual
preferences, feelings, and
beliefs. Who am I to judge
another’s view? There is
nothing to gain by arguing, so
I ’ll just keep a low profile.
Besides, if I stand up for what I
think, I may be criticized or
looked down upon.”
I t ’s true there is no way to

e

739-0633
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“ W e e k e n d F lic k ”
by Jim Cheng
romantic comedies which made ed One Night is a vintage
This weekend’s film recalls an their appearance in the Thir 1930’s romantic comedy which
earlier, simpler era, a country ties. The film received a then- combines farce with gentle
whose mood was similar to our unprecedented 5 Academy social satire. Much of the film’s
current feelings of disillusion Awards for Best Picture, success stems from Capra’s
ment. The cinema of the 1930’s Screenplay, Director, and Actor skilled direction. The scenes
served the function of allowing and Actress. Screenwriter between the down-to-earth
the American public a respite Robert Riskin has taken a story new spaperman
and
the
from the pressures of a society (Night Bus} and fashioned a haughty heiress possess an in
recovering from and at the modern picaresque fable, set formal, almost improvisational
same time bracing itself for a not on the Hollywood sound- quality which is enhanced by
period of tremendous change.
stage but rather on the the film's relaxed pace. Those
The films of Frank Capra backroads, buses, and over who are expecting comedy in
helped to divert attention from night tourist cabins of America. the style of Mel Brooks are like
current troubles while recaptur
Clark Gable plays Peter ly to be disappointed.
ing the idealism and sentiment Warne, an unemployed jour
It Happened One Night made
of pre-Depression America. nalist who encounters a stars of Claudette Colbert and
Capra eschewed the spectacle runaway heiress (Claudette Col Clark Gable. In fact, in 1936, a
and glitter of the standard bert) on a bus from Miami to union of underwear manufac
Hollywood picture and concen New York. He pursues her first turers protested to the Motion
trated instead on presenting a for her story and, as is the Picture association, claiming
picture of the world audiences practice in movies of this that because Gable appeared
wanted to live in. In films such sort, eventually for love. without an undershirt in the
as Mr. Deeds Goes To Town Throughout, the audience is film, their sales had slipped by
and You Can’t Take It With treated to engaging dialogue more than one half!
You, Capra champions the and several memorable scenes,
To see Clark Gable starring
plight of the common ‘‘working including an exercise in the art (without a t-shirt) on one of the
stiff” and dispenses with the af of hitchhiking and the famous best screwball comedies of the
fectation of the Hollywood “ Walls of Jerico” sequence.
Thirties is certainly worth 105
crowd.
Admittedly, this film is minutes of your time and 100 of
Capra's crowning achieve somewhat dated. To modern au your pennies. Showtimes are
ment, It Happened One Night diences, the humor is quite 7:00 and 9:00 in Youngchild
(1934) is the best of the crop of tame. Nevertheless, It Happen- 161.

J o b M a rk e t ta c tic s fo r w om en
Tom Jackson, one of the na
tio n ’s top manpower and
employment experts, will pre
sent two innovative programs
on job finding techniques Tues
day, April 14 in Youngchild
161.
“Job Power for Women’’ at
3:30 pm emphasizes the special
problems women encounter
upon entering the job market
for the first time or upon retur
ning to work after an absence.
This program confronts many
of the barriers and stereotypes
that inhibit women from pursu
ing non-traditional work roles.
It provides a step by step
“delivery system’’ that deals
with resumes, interviews, and
salary negotiations for uncover
ing meaningful job targets and
obtaining them.
At 7:30 pm, Jackson will pre
sent “Guerilla Tactics in the
Job Market.” This is a two hour
presentation with slides that
confronts many of the basic
issues in the way of students
coming to experience greater
personal power and certainty in
their work lives. Issues related
to personal work satisfaction

and life planning will be
discussed,
as
well
as
penetrating the hidden job
market, preparing a perfect
resume, and getting beyond
personnel.

Jackson is the author of “The
Hidden Job Market,” “ 28 Days
to a Better Job,” and “Guerilla
Tactics in the Job Market” as
well as numerous training
manuals, work books, and ar
ticles on manpower and employ
ment.
Juniors and seniors are
especially encouraged to attend
these programs sponsored by
the Career Center.

by Tim Clinch
This week marks the beginn
ing of the annual Term III
“Shooting Gallery” of Senior
Recitalists from the Conser
vatory; at present twenty
senior recitals are scheduled for
the term! Pianist James
Thompson will present his
recital at 7:00 this evening in
Harper Hall. He will perform
Beethoven’s Sonata in E-Flat
Major, Op. 27, No. 1 (Sonata
quasi una fantasia); Benedic
tion de Dieu dans la solitude, by
Liszt; selections from Poulenc’s
Improvisations; and the Sonata
No. 4, Op. 30, by Scaibin.
Don’t miss the Opera Theater
performances of Menotti’s The
Old Maid and the Thief and
Puccini’s Gianni Schicchi!
Tickets are available at the Box
Office; performances are at 8:00
p.m. tonight and tomorrow in
Stansbury Theater. (Have you
ever wanted to see Jim Gandre
play dead? Now’s your chance!)
Lorna Peters will present her
senior piano recital at 8:00 Mon
day evening in Harper Hall.
She won’t promise that she’ll
wear her red dress, but if
enough people from ‘A ’ Theory
of ’77-’78 beg her to, there's a
slight chance. Lorna will per
form Mozart’s Fantasy in C
minor, KV 396; the Sonata
(1952) by Ginastera; and
Chopin's Sonata in B minor,
Op. 58.
Robin Beauchamp will open
Tuesday morning’s 11:10 Stu
dent Recital with the Sonatina
(1971) by Alfred Bartles; he will
be followed by Ken Wiele, trom
bone and Barbara Lee, piano,
who w ill perform Jo h n

Davison’s Prelude and Rhap
sody. Louise Oppedahl, flute,
will present the Concertino, Op.
107, by Chaminade, with the
assistance of pianist Tara
Temperly. Rod Fabrycky will
perform Edward Diemente’s
Remember (1972) for trumpet
alone; Jennifer Pedraza, flute,
and Carole Wang Buxton,
piano, will present Bernhard
Heiden’s Sonatina for Flute
and Piano. Soprano Ann
Hodges will sing songs by Rontani and Schumann, with the
assistance of pianist Tina
Biese; Jim Hansen, trumpet,
will conclude the program with
Convocations,
by John
Cheetham.
The visit of the English com
poser Anthony Milner to the
campus, scheduled for April 14
and 15, has been cancelled; Mr.
Milner is unable to leave
England at this time.
The day of doom has finally
arrived. Yours truly will pre
sent his senior oboe recital next
Thursday, April 16, at 8:30 p.m.
in Harper Hall. I will perform
the Premier Concert from Con
certs Royaux (1722), by Francios Couperin, assisted by
David Heller, harpsichord, and
John Lutterman, cello; Drei
Romanzen, Op. 94, by Robert
Schumann, assisted by pianist
C hristopher
Been;
and
Mozart's Quartett fur Oboe,
Violine, Viola, und Violoncello,
KV 370, with violinist Frank
Babbitt, violist Elayne Bornslaeger, and cellist Julie
Slightam. Stay tuned next
week for more recitals, reported
by a greatly relieved recitalist!

Tom Jackson

Jackson is involved in a wide
spectrum of activities with cor
porations, schools, and govern
ment agencies. More than 300
top employers now use
Jackson’s successful “ New
Dimensions in Employment In
terviewing” to train their per
sonnel in interviewing and hir
ing techniques.

is the biggest thing to hit the valley since the
introduction of truly BIG appetites.

OPEN Daily From 11:00 a.m. — Midnight
Friday — Saturday: 11:00 a.m. — 2:00 a.m.
Sunday: 4:00 — M idnight

Phone Ahead for Fast Service — 731-0644

N O W

O PEN

SU N D A Y S

4 : 0 0 p . m . to M id n ig h t

3 4 7 W . C o lle g e A v e .
Across from tbe V iking I heHtre
'W ell \
Knrti> the W'jik
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W o m e n ’s W e e k
Coffeehouse

Reggae Music

BEER

Anyone interested in applying
for Viking Room Manager should
obtain an application form from
Marge Van Roy at the Grill or from
Coralee Ferk 406 Plantz. Applica
tions should be completed by April
22. Any questions concerning the
responsibilities call Coralee at ext.
6770.

Come to the Viking Room Satur
day night for some great reggae
music. It isn’t a band with a reggae
sound, but a real reggae band,
GYPSY F A R I. No cover charge!
Gypsy Fari will be playing from 10
to 1 on Saturday night in the Vik
ing Room. Don’t miss this outstan
ding evening!

Student Publications Board

Newman Mass Schedule
Term I I I

The Student Publications Board
is now accepting applications for
1981-82 Editors and Business
Managers for The Lawrentian,
Ariel, and Tropos. Applications
may be picked up from the LUCC
office in the Union and MUST be
returned by 5:00 p.m. on Sunday,
April 19th. A staff list will be re
quired of all who are applying for
an editor position! All applicants
will be notified on Wednesday,
April 29th as to whom was selected
for these positions. All interested
students are encouraged to apply.
If you have any questions, please
contact John Wiesman at ext.
6861.

QUOTE

OF

A ll Masses Held In
Colman Lounge
Sat., April 11, 4:30 p.m.
Sun., April 19, No Mass
Sat., April 25, 4:30 p.m.
Sun., May 3. 9:30 a.m.
Sun., May 10, 9:30 a.m.
Sat., May 16, No Mass
Sat., May 23, 4:30 p.m.
Sun., May 31, No Mass
Sun., June 7, 10:30 a.m.
Sophomores and Juniors

WEEK

‘I f y o u p r i n t it, I ' l l d e n y i t ”

Terry Smith J

3:30p.m.
7:30p.m.

4:10p.m.

r--

"C lip a n d S a v e ”

Sam m y’s
Pizza

S C H N O O K U M S - C o m e on
baby, light my fire!
______________________ —Hot Lips
CONGRATULATIONS to Dave,
the Eastman!______ —Pipe Dreams

This Coupon W orth * 1 - 5 0
Toward the purchase of your next large pizza,
or *1 .0 0 on a medium if used on or before April 30

TO W HOM it may concern:
Learn how to spell ignorant.
The Slut

2 1 1 N o r th A p p le to n S tr e e t
A p p le t o n , W is c o n s in 5 4 9 1 1

8:00p.m.
12:15p.m.
4:10p.m.
9:30p.m.
4:10p.m.
10:00p.m.

Sunday, April 12
WILLA—IllusionTheater
StansburyTheatre, admission$5
Monday, April 13
TOBEANNOUNCED—Magda Kiance, Chicago Ireelance|Our
nalist
RiverviewLounge. Memorial Union
FICTIONand POETRYREAOING—Grela Thompsonand
EstelleLauter
SageHall Lounge
Tuesday, April 14
JOBPOWERFORWOMEN- TomJackson
YoungchildHall, Room161
VIEWSFROMTHEBENCH—WisconsinSupremeCourt
JusticeShirleyAbrahamson—MainHall, Room107
Atalkfollowedbyapanel discussionat 8pm withSyrena
Pondrom, executivedirector ot theGovernor sEmployment and
TrainingOffice, andMaryLouRobinson, Appletoncriminal
defenseattorney Aguestion-answer sessionwill follow
Wednesday, April 15
CONTRACEPTION NOEASYANSWERS- Professor Michael
LaMarca
StephensonHall, Room202
KILLINGUSSOFTLY—Areturnof the30-minutefilmexamm
ingadvertisingsportrayal ot women
YoungchildHall, Room161
Thursday, April 16
ENTERTAINMENTALACARTE—Classical musicbywomen
composers performedbywomenConservatorystudents and
faculty
RiverviewLounge, Memorial Union
MENSLIVES- A60minutefilmexamining masculinity in,
America
YoungchildHall. Room161
COFFEEHOUSE—Aspecial WomensWeekCoffeehousewith
Janet Place
Memorial Union
Friday, April 17
MARINATSVETAEVA AWOMANINRUSSIAN
LITERATURE—Professor RichardYatzeck
MainHall, Room10
STATICDISRUPTORS—Admission$1
Colman Hall DiningRoom
April 12 -17
WOMENATLAWRENCE—PhotoShowbywomenstudents,
facultyandstaff
RiverviewLounge, Memorial Union

All eventsareopentothepublic freeof chargeunlessotherwisenoted
SponsoredbyDowner Feminist Council

3 3 *

D O W N E R F O O D is great.
Downer food is great. Downer food
is great. So there. Ha Ha Ha.
Bill Fortune
H EY T A K —I hope it was worth
it for you. It sure was for me.
______ _______________________ Lar
J O S H —Your brother is losing
here like he might be over there.
_______ _______ _________ Roar
PPAC—Sorry we missed our
Monday P.M. meeting, but the
pony barrel inflicted some pretty
intense damage upon our brains.
__________ Roar and the Prep!
H EY J A M IE where’s Donna.__
D A M N IT, J anet, I love you.
PO A GN?, O! A RN!!
G., A T 2. A BZ QT.
U C PC, N IL B 1 2 C
U 2, A? 4 U N I R,
NME?, NOA!, MT?. NOA!,
DZ?. M AB! U N IR OK!!
____________________________ - C U
P E A C H E S —I miss seeing you.
W e ’ll have to get together
sometime soon. Hugs and kisses,
_______ Cupcake
ORM SBY
QUOTE-ofWednesday-Night “ I get around,
Stacey.”_________
—Joel Alnes
ORM SBŸ
Response-ofWednesday-Night “Joel. there’s
something you said that you’re not
telling me."
Stacey Schmeidel

Class
Final
Meeting
Exam
Time
Time
Monday, June 8
9:50 M W F
8:30 a.m.
1:30 M W F
1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, June 9
8
or 9 TT
8:30 a.m.
2:50 M W F
1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 10
8:30 M W F
8:30 a.m.
11:10 M W F
1:30 p.m.
Thursday, June 11
12:30 TT
8:30 a.m.
2:30 TT
1:30 p.m.
The last meeting of the Committee on Adm inistra
tion before the final exam period is June 4. Therefore,
all petitions to change final exam times are to be sub
mitted by June 3. Petitions to change final exam times
for travel purposes will not be approved. Students are
to arrange travel plans around the final exam period.

K IN G OF C U P S - U n ic o rn s
m ean h a p p in e s s , n ’est-pas?
Unicorns to you and thanks for car
ing. Votre Amie Toujours, Queen of
Wands
G O R G E O U S - Y o u r harem is
getting restless . ______
A RE YOU A HUNK? Do your
friends know? Become a certified
HUNK and be eligible for in
numerable benefits...______________
M O O SES—You are close to my
heart, now and forever. Lots of
love.__
ME
TO THE M A G IC RAT-The
English sure know how to do
things the right way...n’est-ce
pas???______________
S. Bassett
H UNK S C E R T IF IE D H E R E !
O fficial h.h.c. representatives
located on campus._______________
S A M — For
Remember—

e v e r y th in g .

F r ed
HUGS
a v a ila b le
HERE,
reasonable rates. Ask about our
group rates or installment hugs...
HUNKS E N C O U R A G E D to stop
by for F R E E S A M PLES. - h .h.c.
TO MY SISTERS, Brothers and
Friends, Thanks for the support.
The rain has stopped falling and
you’ve sent the clouds from the
sky.
Forever Grateful
______
_______
FRED
SA-CIA—We will miss you next
year...but at least your phone bill
w ill
decrease.
JU S T
RE M E M BER...A LW A YS.________
M E L IN D A —I ’ll go shopping
with your anytime!
F O X —Eat breakfast often?
Monsieur Stowe
NO SA RA H , not a cork.
___
EdCotrell

1

AMR0V8
RESTAURANT

7 3 4 - 4 5 6 7
Take Out Service or

F r e e D e liv e r y

T a k e a B re a k
F ro m D o w n e r

Hot To Your Door”

L - .

8:00p.m

A presentation will be made in
Riverview Lounge Thursday, April
16 at 1:30 p.m. by Paul Condrell.
The following questions will be ad
dressed:
1. How much of the Easter tradi
tion is Biblical and how much has
other origins?
2. Where did the name "Easter"
come from and what are “ Easter
eggs”?
3. Are the four Gospels contradic
tory regarding precise events and
chronology?
4. What is the significance of the
crucifixion and resurrection in light
of the Old Testament?
Come armed with questions
and comments. The presentation
will be made for any interested
students or faculty.

sm

S p rin g T e rm 1 9 8 1
F in a l E x a m S chedule

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 5:00-12:30 a.m.
Friday - Saturday 5:00 -1:30 a.m.

4:10p.m.

Announcement

Anyone interested in helping
with the events of graduation
weekend please contact Susy
McGrath as soon as possible. (Sage
302, ext. 881)

THE

8:00p.m.

Unfortunately, due to the Blue
Angel, there will not be a Cof
feehouse until Sunday, April 26.
We are as sorry about this as you
Also, we are looking for some
one to help run and organize the
Coffeehouse for next year. If you
are interested, contact Barb
Storms at ext. 6863, or come to the
meetings on Tuesdays at 5:30 in
the Blue Room at Downer. Call
Barb if you are interested in play
ing at the Coffeehouse; there are
still many open nights for this
term.

,

I ’VE B E E N feeling like a
machine, and baby, that ain’t no
way to feel.________________ Shaft
M A R Y —when are you coming
back to Heidleberg to see us?
Luther, Fred, Henny,
Billy and Crazy Norbert
M A RY, I ’ll get to your cookies
real soon, Oreos right?
___
_______ Rollo M an
JO S H , to the teeth.
The Honored Guest of
_______
the Gambling Club
“ IT A IN ’T the meat it ’s the mo
tion that makes my baby wanna
________ If you know the end to
this verse please contact Lawrence
Clark.______
Bop
W A N T E D —Virgin to sacrifice to
Zoo Day Weather Gods. A p 
plicants must be sincere. Send
resume and 3 letters of recommen
dation, and mother's phone number
to Steve "Too Late" Kraft, 221
Ormsby Hall. Applicants will be in
terviewed immediately following
the movie " I t Happened One
Night.”___________________________
TO M Y PRIN CE Charles: You
think you’re really funny, but I love
you for your money; you think
you're really Royal, but will that
keep my loyal??? I guess th a t’s the
way it goes, but you’re the only one
Your Lady Spender
who nose!__
B R E N D A —W hat ever happens
as une amie ou petite amie, tu serras toujours dans mes yeux, mes
pensees et mon coeur. Je te
souhaite tout le bonheur dans le
monde parce que tu doit 1'avoir.
J.T\A.M.F.
brendon
Who doesn't fit?
a. George Washington
b. Honest Abe
c. Terry Smith
M R. ROBERTS...bar stool on the
floor...Subaru...popcorn...two for
the price of one...dollar pitchers...is
T.A.D.C.fright up there with M.B.?
Let's ask*Jane.
Sing to the tune of "Rudolf the
Red-Nosed Reindeer.
Julie our great H ea d Resident
H a s a ve ry shiny nose,
A n d if she ever po w d e rs it,
Y o u could even say it glo w s
All of the other H ea d Re sidents
L i k e to laugh and call her name
If it w e r e n 't mad e out of cinderblock
Kohler wo ul d go up in flames
Then in the wee hou rs of S u n d a y morn
A kno c k co me s at the door
" J u l i e with your nose so bright,
Wo n tc h a unlock m y door t o n ig h t1 "
N o w Jul ie m ak e s u s 'c o o k i e s ,
Sh e can even soothe our woes

2 Blocks from Campus
I

■SF3

£

Sh e a l w ay s has us laughing
W h e n she blows her shi ny nose

The Itti of Kohhr
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Sports Profile
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J o h n n y B o a s : t o t a lly e n ig m a tic

H IM S E L F
by J. Alfred Prufroek
Boswell once observed that
Johnson was a man of such im
mense intellectual depth and
personal magnetism that he
defied simple biographical en
capsulation. Hence Boswell
resorted to shadowing Johnson
throughout much of his adult
life, impairing most or all of
Johnson's literary and social
endeavors, and generally abor
ting what would undoubtedly
have been a brilliant contribu
tion to English literature-all for
the sake of the pedantic,
awkward and ill-conceived Life
of Samuel Johnson. While this
writer understands that his sub
ject is blessed with credentials
no less impressive than those of
Johnson, I have neither the
desire nor the stamina to stalk
the legendary figure of John
Roger Boas, Jr. through his dai
ly athletic and academic ex
ploits. Securing a few moments
to banter with the Great One
was by no means an easy affair,
but at last I was able to catch
Him between epic feats, and we
casually explored His past
grandeur, present exalted
status, and future deification.
These few words must suffice to
enlighten you all as to the vast
proportions of this man with
whom you've so nimbly and
self-assuredly mingled these
past years, and hopefully will at
last attain for Him the univer
sal respect he so rightfully
deserves.

Lawrentian: Let's face it John,
you’re a living enigma as well
as a legend. You’ve succeeded
fantastically in all your athletic
and social engagements, yet
you remain an elusive figure,
choosing to seclude yourself in
the bowels of Plantz rather
than bask in glory. Any par
ticular reason?
Boas: Basically, I ’m a shy in
dividual, yet I must admit that
as a freshman, under pressure
from companions I have since
disowned, I ventured into the
social milieu that is Lawrence. I

Ptevx
223 E. College Ave.
Appleton,
Wisconsin

Photo: Lisa Wingfield

found that the social inter
course engaged in on the
Avenue and at the Viking
Room left me with a profound
emptiness, a nagging feeling of
interpersonal impotence. Hence
I ’ve chosen the more spiritually
fulfilling existence of virtual
anonymity.
Lawrentian: Many have
claimed that in the LawrenceCarleton soccer game this past
season you turned in what was
probably the finest perfor
mance by any goalie in history.
Do you buy this theory?
Boas: I have to disagree with
that statement, if only for the
fact we lost the game in the last
minute. My making A ll
conference was a fluke, All
state honors must have been a
mistake.
Lawrentian: It ’s come to my
attention that you’ve been
spending an inordinate amount
of time hiding not in Plantz but
in Brokaw, and communing
with a crowd which conser
vatives like Chuck Keller (a true
American) would characterize
as “relevant.” Can you offer
any explanation for your
behavior?
Boas: Many individuals on
this campus, including Chuck,
due to their anti-liberal at*
titudinal warp, have attacked
those living in Brokaw as being
somewhat detached from reali
ty, and as acting in a manner
which could be interpreted as
consciously subversive to the
American ideals of in 
dividualism, independence and
private ownership of property.
I have discovered, however,
that Brokaw is by no means a
bastion of anti-intellectualism
or anti-Americanism, and ac
tually harbors the last strains
of rational political thought,
literary criticism and social
philosophy on this campus. To
answer your question, then, it’s
purely for intellectual inspira
tion that I make my frequent
visits to the graceful graystone.
Lawrentian: Last week in The

F R IE N D S
Don’t Let
F R IE N D S
Drive Drunk.
YO U
Are Our Friend.

THANKS

J im Mullins

Lawrentian’s sports section,
the upstart sports editor of
questionable jo u r n a lis tic
qualifications saw fit to insert
some rather derrogatory
remarks concerning your
physical appearance below a
picture of yourself and fellow
lacrosse star “Safe” Mochalski.
First of all, how do you feel
about such unabashed editorial
license and journalistic ir
responsibility, and secondly,
what kind of a year do you
think the LU lacrosse club can
expect to enjoy this spring?
Boas: I try to avoid conflict
with the media as much as
possible, but something as bla
tant as was published last week
really fries my fanny. I realize
that in making a public state
ment of this sort I ’m leaving
myself open to future abuse,
but I would just like to say that
while the remarks directed at
M ochalski are obviously
justified, I am nowhere near be
ing in his class when it comes to
facial distortions or campus illrepute. As to the lacrosse
season I must admit that I ’m
extremely optimistic this year.
Although the recent injury in
curred by goalie Dave Eddy has
made me a bit less firm on this
issue, I still believe that with
greater dedication and with
help from promising freshmen
such as Aldus Chapin and Otis
Schwarzkopf we can field a
respectable squad and perhaps
capture a victory or two.
Lawrentian: One last ques
tion, big guy. What can the
future hold for a brilliant
young historian such as
yourself, one who could play
either soccer or basketball at
the professional level, and
whose father will soon be
Governor of California? In
essence, what mountains re
main to be climbed, what peaks
await your presence?
Boas: I tell you what,—I ’m
sorry, I forgot your name.
Lawrentian: Bruce.
Boas: Bruce, right. Anyway,
as I was saying, I hate to look
too far ahead. I ’ve found that
my greatest achievements were
managed at times when I was
almost totally unaware of the
forces acting upon me or of the
realities of my own destiny.
Spontaneity is the only thing
which orders my life; I have on
ly my innate abilities to credit
for my success. Hence I have
absolutely no plans for the
future short of acing my Cold
War class and eventually at
taining my B.A. As a disillu
sioned but analytical cohort of
mine once surmised, “ I am no
prophet—and here’s no great
matter; I have seen the moment
of my greatness flicker, and I
have seen the eternal Footman
hold my coat and snicker, and
in short, I was ambivalent.”
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G o in g fo r th e g o ld
by Puck and Co.
The women’s softball team is
off to a respectable start in
their demanding one month
season. On Tuesday the team
split their first doubleheader of
the season with their ar
chrivals, the Ripon Redgals.
Callus's Girls came out
strong in the early innings of
game one but eventually their
lack of a spring trip to Ten
nessee handicapped them; too
many mistakes proved to be
their undoing as they succumb
ed by an incredible score of
24-21.
In the second game the girls
settled down and combined
some solid hitting with much
improved defense to garner a
convincing 8-4 win. Leading
hitters for LU were Janet
Salzwedel, Katie Moore, Elli
Kerlow, and Rita Buglass.
The team has much potential
this year due to a strong group
of veterans including Deb
Jaryszak, Laura Hirsch, Heidi
Berres, Sue Friend, Emily

Lynch, Salzwedel, and Kerlow,
and also outstanding first year
prospects Moore, Buglass, Nan
cy Vansloun, and Teresa
Welhoefer. Along with four
doubleheaders, the girls will
once again appear in the season
ending tournament in sausage
capital Sheboygan, which every
year is the highlight of the
rigorous season. Not only do
they play some swell softball,
but they have the opportunity
to visit the very spot where the
infamous Polar Bears annually
shed their winter garments on
New Year’s Eve and take their
joyous and healthy dip in
balmy Lake Michigan.
After taking second place in
last year’s tourney, the Vikettes anxiously seek a first place
victory and believe it is well
within their grasp. Meanwhile,
the LU Rappers face the tough
Lakeland Muskies and a scrap
py Marian team on Saturday in
their second road trip of the
year. Good luck and BE IN
TENSE!!

ANNOUNCING FOR

L A W R E N C E U N IV ER S ITY

Schlitz Draught Products
Single Barrels or Quantity
Case Beer Available
(In Quant it y)

Schlitz Products
and 32 imports

DOUGHERTY SALES, INC.
LET YOUR SCHLITZ COLLEGE REP BE YOUR CAMPUS
CONTACT FOR PARTY PLANNING AND FOR SPECIAL
PROGRAMS THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL YEAR.
FOR

in f o r m a t io n c a l l :

Greg U s el man ext. 6 7 91
or Do ug he r t y Sales, Inc. 7 3 9 - 4 2 5 6

JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING COMPANY. Browers of
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Need Assistance
On Planning A
Campus Party?
B a e r ’s B e v e r a g e In c .
C o n t a c t C a m p u s R e p .: C h u c k K e lle r x 6 8 5 2
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B la s io ’s p r e s e n c e ir r e le v a n t
by Rebel

April is the crueles t month.
breeding
Lilacs out of the dead land, mix
ing
Memory and desire, stirring
Dull roots with spring rain.

T.S. Eliot, “ The Waste Land”
As the bleak, lethargic, offyellow school bus carrying the
Lawrence baseball team crept
gingerly southward, ever so
slowly, along Route 41 last
Monday, many of the players’
near-static minds turned to
half-hearted thoughts of the
fragmented nature of modern
civilization. No, this wrfs not
Palm Springs, nor was it meant
to be. This was Waukesha,
Wisconsin, a cruel, frigid do
main, a moralized wasteland,
devoid of human passion and
any hope of true resurrection.
And the Vikings, the staunch,
steadfast Vikings, were slated
to play a doubleheader here
against Waukesha Tech, a
hapless team they had
decimated a short year ago.
Game one began slowly, in
deed almost never began, as
freshman pitching and eating
sensation Clark Stalker took an
unusually long time warming
up his gargantuan body to the
point where he could move.
Stalker, seen stuffing the rem
nants of a large pepperoni pizza
in his mouth immediately prior
to gam etim e, explained
unashamedly that someday,
maybe even next summer
sometime, he would expend
more calories than he would
take in. The piping hot culinary
delight sufficiently warmed the
heftly hurler so that he was able
to assume command early,
keeping his opponents’ bats
stymied with a variety of low
fastballs and breaking pitches.
Despite his corpulence, Stalker

managed to eke out eleven
strike-outs in game one. One
particularly slow fastball,
however, managed to get away
from the rotund one, riding in
letter high and leaving the
ballpark about sky high. “ I
guess I grooved one,” offered
the cageball look-alike.
Stalker was aided by a manyvenomed, non-stop hitting at
tack, led mainly by the torrid
bat of Dan “Snake” Busiel.
Busiel laid waste to a low out
side fastball, lining it over the
352 foot mark in deep right-

Stalker thinking of next meal.

Photo: TedChesky

center field to produce the first
Lawrence home run of the
season. Busiel, widely known to
have a frightful aversion to all
reptilian life forms, explained
that he hit the ball far into the
heavy foliage only to kill a
snake he had spotted slithering
about before the game. “My
monomania has reduced me to a
modern day Ahab,” elaborated
the psychotic one, “except to
me snakes, and not white
whales, are em blem atic

S tic k s te r s lo o k f o r w a r d to
a m a z in g ly s u c c e s s fu l s e a s o n
by Vida and E
Whan a man wants to murder a
tiger he calls it sport; but when
the tiger wants to murder him
he calls it ferocity.

—George Bernard Shaw
This coming Sunday the L.U.
Lacrosse tigers will attempt to
avoid being made sport of by
their adversary, the University
of Madison. What the tigers
lack in skill and size, they make
up for in emotional intensity.
Hopefully this will be enough to
spur the team to victory, just as
Moses was able to lead the
Jews to safety.
The spiritual drive is led by
co-captains Chris “ Proctor”
Mitchell and David Brinton.
Brinton should successfully fill
the insignificant shoes of past
co-captain and second string
defenseman Bob “ Deserter”
Weatherall (He wouldn’t even
let us borrow his impotent
stick). Mitchell and Brinton
were elected by unanimous vote
by the other players who ad
mired their playing and leader
ship ability, along with two
other
im p o rta n t
facts:
Brinton s inside connection on
Lacrosse equipment (talk about
buying friends) and the peculiar
make-up
of
“ Preacher
Proctor’s” personality, which
enables him to lead drills and
offer advice though everyone
hates his guts (There’s someone
like him on every team).
The tigers’ hopes for success
in the newly formed Great
Midwest Lacrosse Association
hinge on a number of different

variables which will be assessed
as the season progresses. The
offense will be led (albeit
somewhat blindly) by an ex
perienced group of returning
players. Seniors Timmy
O ’Brien, Bombo “The Wad”
Machalski, David “High” Lau,
and Johnny “West (coast)”
Boas should uphold the tradi
tion of setting a horrendous example for the incom ing
freshmen. Other offensive sup
port will be provided by
veterans Tony Brown, Chris
Parrot, Reggie Matheus, and
Eric Ostenso.
Bernard DeVetto noted, “ I
believe that our Heavenly
Father invented man because
he was disappointed in the
monkey.” Even the casual spec
tator will undoubtedly detect
the uncanny resemblance bet
ween the monkey and the CroMagnon Beta defensemen,
Mike “Minotaur” Updike and
Eric “Orangatang” Anderson.
A little farther up the evolu
tionary ladder is Phi Delt
Goalie Dave “Space-Cadet” Ed
dy. The Lacrosse squad is for
tunate to see the return of the
defensive capabilities of John
"Sieve” Schmid.
Added to this excellent
nucleus is the motley crew of in
experienced newcomers, com
prising almost half of the team.
The team’s objective will be to
fu lfill Prophet Sherwood
Stockwell’s often heard remark,
"Lacrosse is an excellent way of
transending the confines of our
present universe, totally”.

representations of all that is
evil in the world.” The Vikes
won 10-4.
The second game saw captain
Brian Fenhaus take the mound
for the Vikings in an effort to
capture his first win of the
season. Rededicating himself to
the powers of positive mental
attitude, the seemingly confi
dent Fenhaus was heard mut
tering between games, "I am
not to be denied, I compel, I
have stores plenty and to spare,
and anything 1 have 1 bestow.”
He bestowed many pitches into
the ground in front of home
plate, bruising and battering
his beleaguered catcher, Jumbo
McBride. An enraged Jumbo
proclaimed at the start of the
third inning, "Already our
bodies are fallen, bruised, badly
bruised, already our souls are
oozing through the exit of the
cruel bruise.”
If Fen was not at his
sharpest, at least he was aided
by another incessant offensive
barrage by a hard-hitting LU
lineup. Freshman first baseman
Terry Coenen spurred his team
mates on with a three hit show
ing, only to be overshadowed
by the heroics of team icon
Blob Blasio. Blasio, complain
ing that his bat has been as idle
as the more enigmatic Shaefer's
of late, connected on an illthrown grouseball which cut
the heart of the plate, sending
the center fielder to the wall for
an apparently misplayed dou
ble. " If I had missed that
pitch,” stated the babbling
Bostonian, "I would have drop
ped out of the human race.”
The Vikes prevailed again 8-6.
The Vikes will attempt their
long-awaited home opener for
the second consecutive week
this Saturday, April 11 at 1:00
p.m. at Whiting Field. Enter
tainment will be provided both
by the Milwaukee School of
Engineering and by Vike super
sub Pat “ Dancing Bear”
Grogan, who promises to at
tempt a few cartwheels in the
first base coach’s box. In the
words of team rhetorician Paul
Carter, "You cannot remain
unimpressed by the Dancing
Bear.”

— Ü mms
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T H IS IS E N JO Y M E N T ?
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T h e w in d b lo w s it
by Dreamer Tatum
W h itin g
Field,
A p ril
4th—Cold and drizzling, it was
the kind of afternoon to wear a
red plaid mackinaw and go
duck hunting in an oatfield with
a shotgun under one arm and a
bottle of Wild Turkey under the
other. Any mention, however,
of canceling or postponing the
inveterated Lawrence-RiponBeloit track triangular sent the
blood pressure of leige-lord
Gene Davis racing. " I don’t
care if it’s hailing, snowing, or
windy enough to fly to Oz,”
stormed the ex-marine, We’re
still holding that meet.”
The brutish weather didn’t
seem to faze a few gritty field
athletes as Robin Beauchamp
won the pole vault and Ken Urbanski took the discus and
shot. On why he consistently
tryannizes his two specialities,
the neandertholoid platter
tosser revealed in his usual
primieval eloquence: " I lift”
weights year round; I get 8-10
hours of sleep a night, and...uh,
I only eat raw caribou liver juic
ed with anabolic steroids.”
In another drug-related vic
tory, admitted blood-doper Joe
Ahmad disproved Mitch Katte n ’s
prophecy
(A ll
steeplechasers end up singing
soprano) as he finished the 3000
meter event unscathed. Later,
in a Lawrence sweep, quartermilers Joe Como, Boyd Miller,
and John Ibele flipped on the
cruise control to blow the doors,
fenders, and windows off their
closest competition, and with a
sense for the dramatic, amazing

Mark Lisy, came from behind
to bury the half-mile field.
Mark’s victories are always
m y s tify in g . Since he is
disciplined in the rigorous
"stretch-jog-whirlpool” train
ing regime.
"I don’t know how you do it,”
said Asst. Coach Doug Gilbert.
"Neither do I,” replied Mark.
By the end of the afternoon
the wind had picked up, snow
had turned the track into a
winter wasteland, and the still
competing athletes looked like
the survivors of a plane crash
trying to decide which way to
start walking. Nonetheless,
Paul Loomis took the deman
ding intermediate hurdles, and
in the final event of the day the
mile relay team of Joe Como,
Boyd Miller, Mark Lisy, and
O.J. Simpson outduked a
strong Beloit foursome. Despite
this final hurrah, the final team
score showed Lawrence
finishing second to Beloit by 2
points. (AAIIIEEE!).
Oh yeah, this Saturday both
the men’s and women’s track
teams will be competing
against Ripon. While the men
have proven that they can easi
ly pummel the Redmen,
eyebrows have been raised as to
whether the women are in shape
to do the same. Queries as to
the girl’s retarded degree of
fitness are often met defensive
ly. As one female runner ex
plained, “Our idea of exercise
may be leaning forward in the
bath to reach the soap, but at
least we have nice tans.”

[ C O N KEY’S
HOURS: Mon & Fri. 9-9
226 E. College Ave.
Tues. - Thurs. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5
739-1223
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